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ABSTRACT Influence Maximization (IM) is a popular social network mining mechanism that mines
influential users for viral marketing in social networks. Most of the Influence Maximization techniques
employ either the independent cascade (IC) or linear threshold (LT) model in the node activation process.
In the IC model, all the active in-neighbors are given a single chance to activate a node with a particular
probability whereas, in the LT model, a node is activated if the aggregated influence of all the activated
in-neighbors is no less than a threshold value. Thus, the threshold plays a significant role in the LT-based
influence maximization. In this paper, we comprehensively survey the different threshold values used in
various IMmodels. Based on the survey, we observe that the current studies lack threshold estimationmodels.
Therefore, we develop a system model and propose four threshold estimation models based on influence-
weight and degree distribution. The empirical results show that our algorithms generate threshold values that
resemble the thresholds used by most IM algorithms along with faster running time. Besides, the proposed
models are scalable and applicable to any influence-weight estimation technique and offer narrower threshold
ranges rather than the broad ranges used in many existing works.

INDEX TERMS Influence maximization, threshold estimation, linear threshold model, unique threshold
model, random individual threshold model, social network mining, viral marketing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Social Network-based viral marketing research has been
incredibly popular in the last one and a half decades. The
InfluenceMaximization (IM) problem in a social network has
become an essential and potential research direction in this
field. The IM problem mines a small number of seed users
in such a way that the total number of nodes activated by
those seed users is maximized if the seed users are initially
activated. The seminal work in this field was conducted by

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Haishuai Wang.

Kempe et al. [1] in 2003. The authors have formulated two
classical models to solve the IM problem, e.g., the Indepen-
dent Cascade (IC) and Linear Threshold (LT) models.

In the IC and IC-based models, an activated node is
given a single chance to activate each inactive out-neighbor
by tossing a biased coin with a particular probability [1].
If the toss results in head, the node is activated, otherwise
it remains inactive and the same process is repeated for the
newly activated nodes. On the other hand, in the LT model,
a node is activated if the aggregated influence of all active in-
neighbors is no less than a particular threshold value and the
same process is repeated for the newly activated nodes [1].
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FIGURE 1. The working philosophy of the classical LT model. (The figure is drawn according to the working principles of LT model [1]).

Although the node activation process is different in two mod-
els, the empirical results suggest that the estimated threshold
values remain in the range of probability values used in
the IC model. Therefore, our estimated threshold values can
be used as an activation probability in the IC model [2].
Moreover, the generated threshold values can be used in
the Epidemic model as well [3], [4]. Again, the estimating
probability value for the IC model could be a good research
topic, although some models are already available in the
literature [1], [2]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no such threshold estimation model for the LTmodels
and thus, employ random threshold values. Therefore, we are
inspired to initiate this research of estimating threshold values
for the LT model.

A. BACKGROUND
Generally, a threshold is a triggering value that decides
whether a given course of action is carried out or not. For
example, we can consider a threshold value as the magnitude
of motivation after which a person decides to purchase a new
cell phone. The threshold of social influence is a qualita-
tive phenomenon of human nature; however, a quantitative
value is assigned as the threshold for modeling purposes. The
threshold value is assigned randomly from a particular range
in most of the cases [1].

The main objective of this paper is to propose threshold
estimation models to generate threshold values for the LT and
LT-based influence maximization models for mining influen-
tial users in social networks. However, before that, we present
a detailed study on the working principles of the LT-based
IM model as well as emphasize the key role of threshold
values in the IM model.

1) LINEAR THRESHOLD (LT) MODEL
The working principle of the LT model is illustrated in Fig. 1.
To explain formally, let us consider a social network repre-
sented by a directed graph G(V, E), where a node v ∈ V is
a user and an edge (u, v) ∈ E is a social relation between
two users u and v. The sets n(v) and n−1(v) indicate the

out-neighbors and in-neighbors of v, respectively. A seed
set S of size k is also provided. An activated node influ-
ences its inactive out-neighbors to be activated (e.g., to adopt
any product or service). The influence-weight wuv indicates
the influence probability or the strength of the social tie of
user u upon user v. The influence value, σ (S), is estimated
by the number of nodes activated by initially activated seed
users in the set S. In the LT model, a node v is activated if
the combined influence of its active in-neighbors is larger
than or equal to a given threshold θv, i.e.,∑

u∈n−1(v)

wuvxu ≥ θv, (1)

where, xu refers to whether an in-neighbor u is active
(xu = 1) or not (xu = 0), i.e.,

xu =
{
1 : node u is activated,
0 : otherwise.

(2)

The influence probability or the strength or social ties can be
modeled in different ways as proposed in [5]. Many authors
have employed the PageRank method while others used the
degree centrality technique to estimate wuv [1]. According to
the degree centrality method, the influence wuv is defined as:

wuv =
1

|n−1(v)|
, (3)

where, |n−1(v)| is the in-degree of node v provided that the
normalization property holds, i.e.,∑

u∈n−1(v)

wuv ≤ 1. (4)

Definition 1 (The IM Problem Under LT Model): The
influence maximization (IM) problem estimates the seed
set S of size k such that the influence spread σ (S) is max-
imized under the LT model and is given by:

S = argmax
|S|=k

σ (S). (5)

�
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Example 1 (Linear Threshold Model): The working phi-
losophy of the classical LT model is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The process starts with initially activated node v1 which
tries to influence its inactive out-neighbors {v2, v3} and v3 is
activated since the influence-weight satisfies wv1,v3 = 0.6 ≥
θv3 = 0.35 as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Node v2 is not activated
since wv1,v2 < θv2 .

In the second step, in Fig. 1 (b), the node v3 activates
node v2 among out-neighbors {v1, v2, v4} since wv1,v2 +
wv3,v2 = 0.4 + 0.2 = 0.6 ≥ θv2 = 0.55. Here,
the node v1 is already activated and hence ignored. Similarly,
in the third step, node v2 activates only node v4 as depicted
in Fig. 1 (c).

Finally, in Fig. 1 (d), the node v4 can not activate any
node for the influence-weight and threshold setup and hence,
the procedure stops. Thus, the influence spread by the seed
set S = {v1} is σ (S) = σ ({v1}) = |{v1, v2, v3, v4}| = 4. �

B. MOTIVATION
In LT-based influential user mining in social networks, a user
is activated if its aggregated incoming influence reaches
a particular threshold. We conduct an extensive survey on
threshold values used in the existing IM models and propose
four dynamic and linear time threshold estimation models
based on the survey findings. The key motivations of this
work are stated below.

The vital factors of the node activation process in any
LT-based IM technique are the threshold, influence weight,
and degree distribution, as shown in (1). Moreover, the degree
distribution is fixed for a given social network, and therefore,
our proposed threshold estimation models are based on nodal
influence and degree distribution.

From the survey, we observe that most of the state-of-the-
art models generate threshold values randomly due to the
lack of threshold estimation models. Moreover, there exist
different influence weight estimation models in the literature
such as degree centrality [1], PageRank [1], credit distribu-
tion [5], edge centrality technique [6]. However, as far as
we studied, there is a lack of threshold estimation models.
Further, Goyal et al. [5] suggest that threshold analysis could
be an interesting future research direction.

Moreover, in many studies, threshold values are randomly
generated even from a broad range of values, e.g., from the
range [0, 1] in [1], [7]–[9], and from the range [0.2, 0.8]
in [10], [11]. However, a shorter range of threshold is desir-
able for algorithmic efficiency of the applications like cost-
optimized seed mining [12]–[14].

Further, there is no guideline on which threshold values are
suitable for which applications and for which network sizes.

To resolve the challenges mentioned above, we are moti-
vated to initiate this research for proposing threshold estima-
tion models which not only generate thresholds values for
the LT-based IM models but also provide a proper guideline
for selecting threshold values for a specific application and a
particular network size.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS
Thus, we propose four threshold estimation models which
have much faster running time, while also smartly address the
afore-mentioned challenging issues. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1) We perform an extensive survey on the threshold val-
ues used in various influence maximization techniques
under the LT model. Our survey findings state that
the threshold values vary with applications of the
IM model, influence-weight estimation model, and the
degrees of the nodes. Moreover, we classify the thresh-
old values into three categories: a) unique threshold,
b) random individual threshold, and c) miscellaneous
threshold.

2) We formulate the threshold estimation problem and
construct a system model for the proposed models.

3) We propose four linear time threshold models based on
influence-weight (wuv) and the degree distribution (d).
Themodels are applicable to both small and large social
networks. The models are independent of influence-
weight estimation models as well as provide a more
specific and smaller range of threshold values instead
of a broader range. This feature makes our models
novel as compared to most of the IM models which
use arbitrary threshold values without any logical
explanation.

4) We compare the proposed models with four state-of-
the-art solutions by using four real datasets. The empir-
ical results show that the estimated threshold values
lie in the range of mostly used values, and thus, our
generated values are usable in any LT-based IMmodels.

5) We have shown a use case of cost-optimized seed
mining in social networks, and the seeding mining
technique performs better when we use thresholds gen-
erated by the proposed model instead of traditional
threshold values.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a comprehensive survey on threshold values along
with our findings. In Section III, we describe the system
model for threshold estimation and propose four threshold-
estimation models. We present the performance evaluation
done on real datasets in Section IV and provide concluding
remarks in Section V. Finally, a list of abbreviations and
elaborations are given in Appendix.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
We perform an extensive survey on various threshold values
that are used in social network mining studies on influ-
ence maximization under the classic Linear Threshold (LT)
model [1]. In the survey, we notice that different authors apply
various types of threshold values in their research. Some
studies consider a discrete magnitude for threshold that is the
same for all the nodes in the graph (e.g., [1], [15], [16], [46]),
and some employ distinct threshold values for each node from
different ranges (e.g., [1], [47], [48]) whereas, some other
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TABLE 1. Unique threshold.

authors even apply multiple thresholds for the same node in
different stages (iterations) of simulation (e.g., [49]–[52]).

A. THE UNIQUE THRESHOLD
A unique threshold provides ease in simulation and hence,
is commonly used in most influence maximization models.
Definition 2 (The Unique Threshold): In a unique thresh-

old model, all the nodes in the social network are assigned the
same specific threshold value θv. The value of θv is fixed and
remains unchanged during execution. �
Most of the existing works employ the same unique thresh-

old for all the nodes of the networks as summarized in Table 1.
The most common threshold value is θ = 0.5 and is used
in seminal works [1], Heuristic Approach for Viral Market-
ing [53], contagion-based influence maximization [15], [18],
[20], [54], [55] evolutionary methods [16], [22], Heuristic
MixedModel [56], distance-based influence maximization in
geo-social networks [21], majority threshold techniques [23],
Extended RLT-RIM (ERLT-RIM) [13], and Greedy Reverse
Influence Maximization [57]. The fixed threshold values

θ = 1
160 and θ = 1

320 are also applied for many popular
IM algorithms, including MIA, PMIA, LDAG [26], [27],
[29], IRIE [30], Randomized Reverse Influence Maximiza-
tion (RLT-RIM) [12].

The classification of our survey on the state-of-the-art tech-
niques includes three categories of threshold values, identi-
fied as A) Unique threshold, B) Random individual threshold,
and C) Miscellaneous thresholds as illustrated in Table 1,
Table 2, and Table 3, respectively. We present a compre-
hensive discussion of these categories along with the survey
findings in following subsections.

In order to predict the influential nodes, important nodes
and non-important nodes are identified using threshold values
0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 in [32]. Goyal et al. [33] used θ = 10−3

in their prominent algorithm SIMPATH for influence maxi-
mization for the unique threshold case and again they applied
θ = [10−3, 10−4] for the random individual case, as stated
in Table 2.
The fixed threshold θv = 10−5 is used in trust based latency

aware influence maximization (TLIM) [35]. This value is
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TABLE 2. Random individual threshold.
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TABLE 3. Miscellaneous threshold.

also applied in time constrained influencemaximization algo-
rithms, e.g., ISP [34] and MISP [36].
Chakrabarti et al. [37] employ θv = 1

λ
as an epidemic

threshold to analyze virus attacks in a social network using
an IM method, where λ indicates the largest eigenvalue
estimated from the adjacency matrix of the network graph.
The authors in [38] also use the same threshold in influence
maximization using optimal percolation.

Cohen et al. [39] formulate a highly scalable distance-
based IM model named T-SKIM which employs threshold
values of 0.01 and 0.1. The threshold values θ = 0.3, 0.5 are
used in location-based IM model named Two-Phase Heuris-
tics (TPH) [40]. A product adoption model, Linear Threshold
with Colors (LT-C), is proposed by Bhagat et al. [41], who
employ the threshold value of 0.25 for the unique threshold
model and randomly chosen thresholds from 0 to 1 for the
random individual case, as shown in Table 2.
Goyal et al. [42] propose a credit distribution-based, time-

aware databased IM approach which applies θ = 0.001. The
purity threshold, θ = 0.35 is used in [43] for their efficient
Community and Degree Heuristic (CDH) algorithms. The
authors use the range of thresholds [0.1, 0.5] to examine the
effect on influence diffusion, as stated in Table 2.

Lei et al. [44] formulate an Online InfluenceMaximization
(OIM) model in which influence probabilities are learned and
influence is diffused simultaneously using θ = 0.02.

B. THE RANDOM INDIVIDUAL THRESHOLD
A random individual threshold value represents real-world
phenomena more realistically. All people in a society have
different mentalities and hence, have different motivation
levels. Not all people are motivated to make decisions at the
same level of influence, i.e., the threshold of others. Thus,
different nodes in the social network should be assigned
different threshold values. The Leaving social occasion [48]
is one example. We are often compelled to sit impatiently
in some boring social lectures but cannot leave since many

people have not yet left. It represents a real-life scenario in
which people leave the lecture when their tolerance thresh-
olds are reached, and this varies individual to individual.
Again, human nature exhibits uncertainty and thus, thresholds
are chosen randomly, usually from a small range.
Definition 3 (The Random Individual Threshold): In this

model, all the nodes in the social network get different
threshold values θv taken randomly from some ranges, e.g.,
between 0 and 1. The value of θv is fixed and remains
unchanged during the execution. �
The most widely applied threshold in this category is

θv ∈ U [0, 1], i.e., the threshold value is taken uniformly
from the range, 0 to 1. For instance, this threshold is used
in the classical LT model [1], the greedy model [47], when
determining thresholds for collective behavior [48], feature
(location)-aware AIR [58], the topic-aware influence model
MAXINF [59], profit maximization for multiple prod-
ucts [78], and in location-ware influence maximization [79].

Ellision [16] finds that the contagion threshold is less
than or equal to 1

2 and no less than 1
3 . This same threshold

is also used in contagion research [15], [20].
Chen et al. [29] formulate two models named Maximum

Influence Arborescence for IC-M (MIA-M) and MIA with
Converted propagation probability (MIA-C), which employ
threshold values from the interval between 0 and 1.

The Least Cost Influence (LCI) model for influence max-
imization in multiple online social networks is introduced
in [60], while Zhang et al. [78] formulate an IM model for
multiple products and in both the cases, the threshold values
are chosen uniformly between 0 and 1.

In [8], random threshold values are uniformly chosen from
the range [0, 1] and are utilized to maximize influence via
a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The same threshold value is
used in [61] in their opinion-based influence model, OVM,
which outperforms many heuristic models. The authors in [9]
apply the same threshold for their cost-aware influence
maximization model, the Cost-aware Targeted Viral
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marketing (CTVM), and for the scalable approximation
model, Billion-scale Cost-aware Targeted (BCT) Viral
Marketing.

Lee et al. [62] propose an Independent Maximum Influ-
ence Paths-based Expectation (IMIP) model and utilize
threshold values taken from the range (0, 1).
The Linear Switching-Marginal Selection Threshold

Model (LSMSTM) [63] which is a game theory-based influ-
ence maximization approach working in a competitive sce-
nario, employ a continuous threshold from the range [0, 1].
The same threshold values are applied in another competitive
influence maximization model, K-LT [64].

Influence maximization is accomplished by estimating the
Expected Influence Spread (EIS) and repeatedly running
EIS estimation (EISE) until the top k influential nodes are
identified [65], where the threshold values are selected from
the range (0, 1). The same range of threshold values is applied
to the EW model, which finds factors that influence user
behavior in social networks [66], as well as in the Price-aware
profit maximization approach [67].

Wortman et al. [20] use threshold value, 1
2 , (and θ ≤

1
2

for contagions), for finding the k-top influential users, and
Zhou et al. [68] also utilize this same threshold for their
Greedy Algorithm based on the Users Preferences (GAUP)
method for mining influential users in social networks.

The threshold, θ = U [0.1, 0.6] is employed in dif-
ferent influence maximization techniques, e.g., in commu-
nity detection [69], and in belief propagation on a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) [70]. Miyauchi et al. [71] employ the
random thresholds taken from the range [0, 1] and the large
thresholds taken from the range [0.5, 1] in their cost-effective
influence model for allocating budgets for advertising.

In [11], the threshold value, θ = U [0.1, 0.9] is used
for seed minimization. The threshold values, θ = [0, 1],
and [ 1

80 ,
1

640 ] are used in a DAG-based linear technique for
influence maximization [26].

Takaffoli et al. [72] propose a community matching-based
approach and utilize (similarity) threshold values randomly
taken from the range [0.1, 1]. The AO* Search in [10]
is a Markov sequential decision making process for influ-
ence diffusion which uses random threshold values taken
from [0.2, 0.8]. For the unique threshold case, they apply
θ = 0.2, as shown in Table 1. On the other hand, the
Influence Maximization under LT model and user’s Instant
Opinion (IMLT-IOA) model [73] employs θ ∈ [0, 1]
and [0.2, 0.8].
Chen et al. [26] employ θ ∈ [0, 1

3000 ], in their Pre-
fix Excluding Maximum Influence Arborescence (PMIA)
model, which is a scalable influence maximization technique
for large scale social networks. Again, Chen et al. [26],
in another Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)-based IM
approach, apply θ = [0, 1] and [ 1

80 ,
1
640 ].

Zhao et al. [74] employed threshold values from 0.01 to
0.15 in the Normalized Local Centrality (NLC) model to
identify influential users while the values from the range 0.01
to 0.15 are used in [75].

TABLE 4. List of parameters.

C. MISCELLANEOUS THRESHOLD
The miscellaneous threshold is different from the previous
two types of thresholds, yet can be included in either of those
categories, theoretically speaking.

1) THE MAJORITY THRESHOLD
As applied in many studies, e.g., [23], [46], [49]–[52],
a majority threshold uses threshold values of θv = 1

2dv, where
dv indicates the degree of the node v. This type of threshold
has potential applications in distributed computing, fault tol-
erant systems (e.g., NMR [80]), bandwagon effects [48], and
voting system. The majority threshold can be classified in the
random individual threshold category because each node has
different threshold value.

2) THE SMALL THRESHOLD
Small thresholds, after the name, use small values such as
θv = 1 and 2. The influence maximization problem with a
small threshold can be solved trivially by choosing a node
randomly from each connected component, as stated in [46],
[49]–[52]. The IM problem with θv ≥ 3 is NP-Hard.

3) THE UNANIMOUS THRESHOLD
The unanimous threshold is the most restricted threshold
model, having a magnitude of θv = dv, i.e., a node v will be
activated (virus affected) if all of its in-neighbors are activated
(virus affected) [49]–[52]. This threshold is applicable in
sophisticated security checking and vulnerability measures.
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4) THE MULTIPLICATIVE THRESHOLD
In order to incorporate the negative influence and the cascade
behavior of influence spread, the multiplicative threshold is
used [76], [77]. Here, the joint influence is determined by
multiplying the influences of the activated in-neighbors, even
though the threshold values are initially chosen randomly
from 0 to 1.

5) THE MINIMUM THRESHOLD
The minimum threshold can be applied to ensure the qual-
ity of service, for instance, in communication, as stated
in [76], and [77]. A minimum threshold value of a com-
munication link can be used to indicate the degree of error-
free transmission. Likewise, in a multiplicative threshold,
the threshold is randomly chosen from [0, 1]. However, after
node activation, the threshold function becomes theminimum
value of all activated nodes instead of taking the product as
in the multiplicative threshold.

D. SURVEY FINDINGS
From our extensive literature survey, we identify several
important facts about the use of various threshold values
in different IM models for mining impactful users in social
networks. They are stated below:

1) THE SURVEY FINDINGS 1
Most of the state-of-the-art IM models have used different
threshold valueswithoutmentioning the rationality. However,
some of the studies in which the used threshold values are
justified, are mentioned below.

He et al. [31] proposed a Competitive LT (CLT)-based
CLDAG algorithm that is much more efficient and faster
than a greedy algorithm. They estimated the influence using
the threshold value 0.1, and a smaller value (θ < 0.1) had
no significant improvement in the result due to the blocking
effect, as experimentally tested on all the datasets they used.

Liu et al. [34] found a trade-off in threshold values for
their ISP and MISP algorithms. The smaller threshold value
provides larger influence gain, but a smaller value incurs a
greater amount of running time as well. They proposed a
simulation-based resolution of the optimal threshold trade-
off in which θ = 10−5 achieves a relatively greater influence
as well as lower running time.

In LT-based algorithms, the threshold values were taken
uniformly at random from a range of values because of the
lack of knowledge of the actual values of each individual [47].
The authors found by simulation that a relatively loose range
of threshold values from 1

80 to 1
640 produces nearly the same

influence spread in all test cases and hence, they chose a mid-
value 1

320 for all cases [26].
The authors in [18] found that the contagion threshold is

exactly 0.5 in the case of the nearest neighbor interaction
in two dimensions. For the incremental and decremental
Greedy algorithms [71], the authors selected thresholds for
each node randomly taken from the interval [0, 1] and the

interval [0.5, 1], which were named the random threshold and
the large threshold, respectively.

2) THE SURVEY FINDINGS 2
The threshold value θv depends on the application of the
IM model, e.g., the contagion threshold is different from
that of profit maximization type applications, where the voter
threshold is different from previous two applications.

3) THE SURVEY FINDINGS 3
The node activation depends on the threshold value θv as
presented in (1). Again, a node v is activated after a certain
level of influence, which in return, depends on the degree
of the node v. Thus, a certain level of influence-weight can
be assigned as a threshold value, which is the main intuition
of our proposed models. Therefore, this research proposes
threshold estimation models based on the influence-weight
and degree distribution.

4) THE SURVEY FINDINGS 4
In most cases, the values from the range [0, 1] are chosen as
the threshold, where mostly smaller values are used from the
range.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we formulate the threshold estimation problem
and provide a system model for threshold value generation
for LT-based social networking mining of impactful users for
viral marketing.We first discuss the background and rationale
of the proposed threshold models.

In the survey, we notice that most of the authors employ
different values of the threshold during the simulation of their
influence maximization algorithms, but they do not state the
rationale of their threshold selection. The proposed models
aim at providing a logical basis for using any specific value
(Table 1) or a range of threshold values (Table 2). Particularly,
when the influence-weight, wuv for ∀(u, v) ∈ E , can be cal-
culated, our models can generate thresholds for that specific
influence-weight setup of the network.

Another aim of our proposed models, especially for the
random individual models, is that we would like to provide
a more specific and smaller range of threshold values instead
of a broad range (e.g., between 0 and 1 as stated in Table 2),
which is employed in many existing models. Moreover,
we wish to achieve these two aims with faster running time.
The taxonomy of the proposed models is depicted in Fig. 3.

In this section, a formal problem statement and a detailed
description of the system model are provided. In general,
in the LT model, a node is influenced and activated by its
activated in-neighbors [1]. If the combined influence coming
to a node v is equal to or higher than some threshold value
θv, the node v is activated. The node activation scenario is
mathematically stated in (1) and illustrated in Fig. 1.
Definition 4 (Threshold Estimation Problem): Given a

social network, G(V, E), we will have to estimate the thresh-
old θv (for unique threshold case) or a smaller range of
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FIGURE 2. System model of threshold estimation model.

thresholds (θmin, θmax) (for individual threshold case) based
on the degree distribution and the influence-weight estimated
from G. The threshold values are generated for the LT-based
IM models defined in (1) to (5) for mining social networks to
identify influential users for viral marketing. �

Fig. 2 illustrates the generalized system model of the
threshold estimation problem. By taking a social network as
input, the proposed models generate thresholds for the Linear
Threshold-based Influence Maximization models. From the
social network G, our models determine the degree distribu-
tion d , using which the influence-weights wuv of necessary
links are calculated. After that, the threshold values are esti-
mated by using the degree distribution and influence weights.
The unique thresholdmodels produce a single threshold value
θv for every node v ∈ V , whereas, the individual threshold
models generate a smaller range of thresholds (θmin, θmax).
The output (thresholds) of our models are then, passed to the
influencemaximizationmodule to determine influential users
for viral marketing as depicted in Fig. 2.

Generally, the Influence Maximization procedure is exe-
cuted on any central server of the organization, which is
involved in viral marketing, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.
Our proposed models are executed on that central server,
which is aware of the full topology of the social network G.
Therefore, degree distribution from which influence-weights
are computable.We state proposed threshold estimationmod-
els in following subsections.

IV. PROPOSED THRESHOLD MODELS
In this section, we propose four threshold estimation mod-
els inspired by survey findings for LT-based influence

FIGURE 3. The taxonomy of the proposed threshold estimation models.

maximization to mine important users for viral marketing in
social networks. Unlike existing thresholds, our models are
based on the influence-weight and node degrees. We propose
four models to generate threshold values under both unique
and random individual categories. Hence, the models can be
applied in any weight and degree-based influence maximiza-
tion under an LT model.

A. THE UNIQUE THRESHOLD MODELS
The unique threshold model is somewhat straightforward and
has been employed in many works, including [15], [20],
[26], [33], [37], and [43]. We propose two models under this
category: the Heuristic Expected (HE) threshold model and
Sample Expected (SE) threshold model.
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FIGURE 4. The place of execution of our models. The left side includes
the social network (Barabasi - Albert graph with 100 nodes). The right
side is the organization, involved in viral marketing, executes a traditional
IM-LT model which employs our proposed models to generate threshold
values for the necessary nodes of the social graph.

Algorithm 1 HE Model
Input: G(V, E),wuv
Result: θ

1 for v← 1 to N do
2 Calculate the set n−1(v);
3 V ′ ← Randomly select q nodes from n−1(v);
4 Imv ← 0.0;
5 for each u ∈ V ′ do
6 Imv ← Imv + wuv;
7 end
8 θv← Imv ; /* Different θv for each node */

9 end
10 θ ← E

[
θv
]
; /* Same threshold for all nodes */

11 return θ ;

1) THE HEURISTIC EXPECTED (HE) THRESHOLD MODEL
In an LT model, the aggregated influence values of the acti-
vated in-neighbors are compared with the threshold value to
activate a node. The main idea of the HE model stems from
this fact that a threshold θv of a node v can be an expected
influence value wuv of the randomly selected nodes from in-
neighbor set n−1(v) of v.

First, a marginal aggregated influence is calculated by
summing the influences of q nodes randomly selected from
the in-neighbors n−1(v) for all v ∈ V in G and is
given by:

Imv =
∑

u∈n−1(v)

wuvxu. (6)

The marginal influence is actually the individual node
threshold θv, and thus, we can write:

θv = Imv . (7)

Then, the HE threshold for the network G is
finally estimated by taking the expected value of θv

Algorithm 2 SE-Slovin, SE-RSP, SE-30 Models
Input: G(V, E),wuv
Result: θ

1 nRSP←
( z
ME

)2 p(1− p); /* Sample proportion */

2 nSlovin← N
1+Ne2

; /* Slovin’s formula */

3 n30← 30; /* Minimum-30 */

4 n← nRSP ‖ nSlovin ‖ n30; /* Any sample size */

5 step_size←
⌈N
n

⌉
; /* Step size of the loop */

6 for v← 1 to N step by step_size do
7 Calculate the set n−1(v);
8 V ′ ← Randomly select q ≤ |n−1(v)| nodes from

n−1(v);
9 Imv ← 0.0;
10 for each u ∈ V ′ do
11 Imv ← Imv + wuv;
12 end
13 θv← Imv ; /* Different θv for each node */

14 end
15 θ ← E

[
θv
]
; /* Same threshold for all nodes */

16 return θ ;

Algorithm 3 Heuristic Individual (HI) Model
Input: G(V, E),wuv
Result: (θmin, θmax)

1 for v← 1 to N do
2 Calculate the set n−1(v);
3 V ′ ← Randomly select q nodes from n−1(v);
4 Imv ← 0.0;
5 for each u ∈ V ′ do
6 Imv ← Imv + wuv;
7 end
8 θv← Imv ; /* Different θv for each node */

9 end
10 θmin← 25th percentile of θv; /* Lower value */

11 θmax ← 75th percentile of θv; /* Upper value */

12 return (θmin, θmax);

as follows:

θ = E
[
θv
]
= E

[
Imv
]

(8)

θ =
1
N

∑
v∈V

θmv (9)

θ =
1
N

∑
v∈V

∑
u∈n−1(v)

wuvxu. (10)

The algorithm associated with the HE model is stated in
Algorithm 1. Lines 1 to 9 calculate the marginal influence Imv
by adding the influence of randomly chosen in-neighbors
of each node v. This marginal influence Imv of each node v
is assumed to be the threshold θv of node v by line 8. The
expected influence of all nodes is calculated by line 10 and is
set as the unique threshold, θ for all nodes of the network.
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Algorithm 4 SI-Slovin, SI-RSP, SI-30 Models
Input: G(V, E),wuv
Result: (θmin, θmax)

1 nRSP←
( z
ME

)2 p(1− p); /* Sample proportion */

2 nSlovin← N
1+Ne2

; /* Slovin’s formula */

3 n30← 30; /* Minimum-30 */

4 n← nRSP ‖ nSlovin ‖ n30; /* Any sample size */

5 step_size←
⌈N
n

⌉
; /* Step size of the loop */

6 for v← 1 to N step by step_size do
7 Calculate the set n−1(v);
8 V ′ ← Randomly select q ≤ |n−1(v)| nodes from

n−1(v);
9 Imv ← 0.0;
10 for each u ∈ V ′ do
11 Imv ← Imv + wuv;
12 end
13 θv← Imv ; /* Different θv for each node */

14 end
15 θmin← 25th percentile of θv; /* Lower value */

16 θmax ← 75th percentile of θv; /* Upper value */

17 return (θmin, θmax);

2) THE SAMPLE EXPECTED (SE) THRESHOLD MODEL
The HE model generates thresholds in linear time, but it
also considers all the nodes of the graph G, making the
model time-consuming and hence, sampling models are also
proposed. We employ a systematic sampling technique pro-
posed by Malhotra et al. [81] in his marketing research. First,
we determine the representative sample size n and then
employ the sampling technique.

a: THE RULE OF SAMPLE PROPORTIONS
If a sample of size n is taken randomly and the proportion
of the success of each sample is p̂, then the Rule of Sample
Proportions [82] states that the sampling distribution follows
a Gaussian (Normal) distribution, assuming that both the
inequalities n×p ≥ 10 and n×(1−p) ≥ 10 are satisfied. The
mean of the distribution of sample proportion is the same as
the population proportion p, and the standard deviation of the
distribution of sample proportion is known as the Standard
Error (Se) and is given by:

Se =

√
p(1− p)

n
. (11)

Generally, the Marginal Error (Me) is the z-score times the
standard error Se, and thus we have,

Me = z× Se = z

√
p(1− p)

n
. (12)

For example, we have N = 4039 in the Facebook dataset,
as mentioned in Table 5. Now, if the initial estimate of p is not
available, the convention is to use a 50-50 chance of success
and failure, i.e., p =

1
2N
N = 0.5. The rationale is that the value

of Se in (11) is the maximum when p = 0.5. The z-score for
a 95% confidence interval is 1.96. If we consider the desired
marginal error,Me = 5% = 0.05, we have,

n =
( z
Me

)2
p(1− p) = d384.16e ≈ 385. (13)

Now, for systematic sampling [81] we have the step_size =
N
n =

⌈
4039
384

⌉
≈ 11. Thus, the nodes 1, 12, 23 . . ., will be

selected for sampling.

b: THE SLOVIN’S FORMULA
An alternating and relatively easy procedure is described
in [83] and [84], known as Slovin’s formula, introduced by
Slovin in 1960. According to this model, the sample size n
with error tolerance e is given by:

n =
N

1+ Ne2
. (14)

For the same example of the Facebook dataset, where e =
5% = 0.05, we have n = d363.955e ≈ 364 and the
step_size = N

n =

⌈
4039
364

⌉
≈ 12. In this case, the nodes 1,

13, 25 . . ., will be selected for sampling. Slovin’s formula is
of great importance when there is no prior knowledge about
the population except the size.

c: THE MINIMUM-30 SAMPLE SIZE
For further reduction of the running time, the sample size
n = 30 can be used. There is controversy surrounding this
‘‘magic’’ number, yet researchers and statisticians still use
this magic number [85] in their research.

The sample expected threshold models, e.g., SE-Slovin,
SE-RSP, and SE-30, are stated in Algorithm 2. The desired
sample size is determined by one of the lines 1 to 3 for
the RSP, Slovin, and Minimum-30 techniques, respectively.
Line 5 gives the step size of the iteration for systematic sam-
pling [81]. Lines 6 - 14 calculate the marginal influence Imv
from randomly selected in-neighbors for each node v. To do
that, the in-neighbor sets n−1(v) are calculated for each of
the selected sample nodes v by line 7. Then, a number of in-
neighbors are selected randomly from each n−1(v) (line 8).
The influence-weights wuv, are calculated by the degree cen-
tralitymethod and are then summed up to obtain the marginal
thresholds Imv (lines 10 - 12). The marginal threshold,
Imv is then, assigned as the individual node threshold in
line 13. The expected value of the individual thresholds gives
the final threshold in line 14.

B. THE RANDOM INDIVIDUAL THRESHOLD MODELS
These models generate individual threshold value to each
node, and this threshold value represents real life more accu-
rately since different people require different levels of influ-
ence to be motivated. Thus, different threshold values are
used for different nodes to represent their motivation level.
We propose two types of thresholds in this category: the
Heuristic Individual (HI) and Sample Individual (SI) thresh-
old models.
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1) THE HEURISTIC INDIVIDUAL (HI) MODEL
The HI model estimates a threshold range (θmin, θmax) and
suggests to generate threshold values randomly chosen from
this range. To calculate the range, the model first calculates
different thresholds for all nodes, and then 25th and 75th
percentiles of the thresholds are set as the θmin and θmax ,
respectively.

This algorithm, stated in Algorithm 3, is similar to the
HE model (Algorithm 1), except that the HI model calculates
a range (θmin, θmax) instead of estimating the expected value
(lines 11 - 12 in Algorithm 3).
While maximizing the influence, threshold calculation for

every node of the graph is time-consuming, and hence, a spe-
cific smaller range is proposed for both HI and SI models.
Then, random numbers from this narrower range are sug-
gested as the threshold value for every node.

2) THE SAMPLE INDIVIDUAL (SI) MODEL
Influence-based threshold calculation for every node of the
graph is time-consuming, and Algorithm 3 is a slower pro-
cess. Thus, sampling is applied to determine the continuous
range. We employ all three sampling techniques that we dis-
cussed earlier: Slovin, RSP, andMinimum-30. The SI-Slovin,
SI-RSP, and SI-30 algorithms are given in Algorithm 4, which
is similar to Algorithm 2 except that Algorithm 4 calculates
a threshold range (lines 15 and 16) rather than the expected
value and hence, the running time has the same order as
well.

C. IMPORTANCE OF THE VALUE OF q
For threshold estimation, Algorithm 1, andAlgorithm 3 select
q number of in-neighbors in line 3. On the other hand,
Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 4 select the sample size (q)
in line 8.

The performance of the algorithm is affected by the value
of q, which is the selected in-neighbors out of total d in-
neighbors. A higher value of q means a higher number of in-
neighbors are chosen, and in turn, the proposed models return
higher threshold value for influential user mining in social
networks. On the other hand, the threshold value becomes
small if a lower value is selected as the sample size q. The
proposed algorithms select the value of q uniformly without
any bias, and thus, every value of q (1 ≤ q ≤ d) is selected
with an equal probability (1/d). Therefore, the expected
value of q is always taken by the proposed algorithms is
given by,

q = 1 ·
1
d
+ 2 ·

1
d
+ 3 ·

1
d
+ . . .+ d ·

1
d
=
d + 1
2
≈
d
2
(15)

Hence, there is a very low probability of having either
many higher or lower values; instead, the value of q is
uniformly distributed over (1, d). Therefore, the estimated
threshold values represent the real-world influence dynamics
efficiently.

D. THE SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED MODELS
We propose two models for each unique threshold and ran-
dom individual threshold categories, as shown in the taxon-
omy depicted in Fig. 3. The unique threshold model is appli-
cable when all the nodes of the social network use the same
single value as a threshold. In contrary, the random individual
threshold model is used when every node in the network
requires a different threshold value, which is generated from
our estimated small range of threshold values.

Moreover, the Heuristic Expected (HE) model of the
unique threshold category and the Heuristic Individual (HI)
model of the random individual threshold category explore
all the nodes of the network and hence, the computational
complexity increases. Therefore, these models are not feasi-
ble for large networks, and preferably, they are best suited for
small-scale social networks.

On the other hand, the Sample Expected (SE) and the
Sample Individual (SI) models which probe relatively a small
number of nodes to generate threshold values, have faster
running time and thus, are suitable for medium and large-
scale social networks.

E. THE SCALABILITY OF THE PROPOSED MODELS
The proposed models are generic models to estimate the
threshold values for Linear Threshold-based Influence Max-
imization model. However, our proposed models can be
applied with any influence-weight calculation models as well
as with composite influence Wight model based on multiple
attributes. Besides this, our models can be applied with Inde-
pendent Cascade (IC) model as well as Epidemic diffusion
model as implied by the empirical results. These scalability
issues are discuses below.

1) INFLUENCE-WEIGHT ESTIMATION MODEL
INDEPENDENCE
The proposed models are independent of the influence Wight
calculation scheme i.e., they can be applied to the LT and
LT-based IM models employing any influence Wight esti-
mation techniques such as degree centrality, PageRank [1].
Although our models have used the degree centrality tech-
nique to estimate wuv by (3), they are also applicable when
wuv is estimated byPageRank [1], credit distribution [5], edge
centrality method [6], or even any other complex models.

However, most of the existing IM studies including the pio-
neering work by Kempe et al. [1] have used degree centrality
to estimate wuv values, and therefore, we have also employed
degree centrality technique in simulation and performance
evaluation.

2) APPLICATION WITH COMPOSITE WEIGHT ESTIMATION
Moreover, it is mentionable that most of the authors employ
only one attribute i.e., the positive influence to estimate the
influence-weight [1], [86] whereas, some authors have con-
sidered more attributes in addition to the positive influence,
for instance, negative influence [87], product rating [41],
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FIGURE 5. Threshold values generated by different unique threshold models for a) Facebook, b) Twitter, c) Slashdot, and
d) Google dataset.

time [36], topic [59], [86], location [40], [58], multiple prod-
ucts [78], product price and valuation [67] etc.

Although, our models are devised for single-attribute
influence-weight, they are usable for multiple-attribute
influence-weight as well. They are suitable even for multiple-
attribute weighted influence where different in-neighbor
nodes have different levels of influence on a single node v.
For instance, let us consider a complex model of influence
estimation where we consider multiple attributes such as user
preference (w1

uv), nationality (w2
uv), positive influence (w

3
uv),

negative influence (−w4
uv), product price (−w5

uv), product
review (w6

uv), age group (w
7
uv) etc. Here, the composite influ-

ence is defined as attitude by Bass et al. [88] and is calculated
as:

wuv =
a∑
i=1

Biwiuv (16)

where, a is the number of considered attributes and Bi indi-
cates associated evaluative aspect or belief toward attribute i.
We can also take the expected influence-weight as
in (17).

w̄uv =

a∑
i=1

Biwiuv

a
(17)

The proposed models can be applied without any modifi-
cation, even if the composite influence-weight estimation
by (17) is used in the algorithms.

3) APPLICATION IN THE INDEPENDENT
CASCADE (IC) MODEL
Again, for the Independent Cascade (IC) model,
Kempe et al. [1] use the activation probability, α ∈

{0.01, 0.1} whereas, the Tri-Valency model [89], [90] sug-
gests α ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}. However, our estimated thresh-
old values lie approximately in 0.03 − 0.13 (see Fig. 5
and Fig. 6) and thus, the empirical results imply that our
proposed models can be used as the activation probability
in the IC model as well.

4) APPLICATION IN THE EPIDEMIC MODEL
Moreover, our computed threshold values can be used in
Epidemic diffusion models, especially, in the Susceptible-
Infected, Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)-like mod-
els [91], [92] to compute the infection and recovery rates.
Here, the Tri-Valencey model is sometimes used to estimate
the infection and recovery rates, and hence, according to the
experimental results, our estimated values resemble the rates.
Therefore, our models can be used to generate the infection
and recovery probabilities for the epidemic models as well.
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FIGURE 6. Threshold values generated by different random individual threshold models for a) Facebook, b) Twitter, c) Slashdot,
and d) Google dataset.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
threshold models using real datasets of four reputed social
networks. We analyze the generated threshold values and
running time for the mentioned datasets. We also present a
practical use case of cost-optimized seed mining in which
the estimated thresholds are used to measure the algorithmic
efficiency of the seed mining models.

A. DATASETS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms,
we collect real datasets from four prominent social networks
such as the Facebook,1 the Twitter,2 the Slashdot,3 and the
Google.4

The Facebook dataset [93] is from a friendship network
whereas, the Twitter dataset [93] is from a follower-followee
network. Again, the Slashdot dataset [94] is the friends-and-
foe zoo social network which consists of friend/foe links
between the users. The web-Google dataset [94] is from a
hyper-link network of the Google web which is represented
as a directed graph. All these datasets, as stated in Table 5,

1https://snap.stanford.edu/data/egonets-Facebook.html
2https://snap.stanford.edu/data/egonets-Twitter.html
3https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Slashdot0902.html
4https://snap.stanford.edu/data/web-Google.html

TABLE 5. Datasets description.

are taken from the Stanford large network dataset collection
(SNAP) [95].

B. THE EXPERIMENT SETUP
We have simulated our algorithms on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i3-4150 CPU @ 3.50GHz machines with 8GB RAM using
Python. Many methods have been proposed to calculate
the influence-weights or probabilities wuv, as stated in [1],
[5], [34], [86], [93], and [96]. Here, we employ the widely
used degree centrality [1] technique to calculate wuv in our
simulation.

In the case of unique threshold models, we compare the
results of our proposed models with that of the Online Influ-
ence Maximization (OIM) algorithm [44] which uses fixed
threshold θ = 0.02 (see Table 1) and the Threshold-Sketch-
based Influence Maximization (T-SKIM) model [39] which
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FIGURE 7. The running time (in sec) of different unique threshold models for a) Facebook, b) Twitter, c) Slashdot, and d) Google
dataset.

employs the unique threshold θ = 0.01 (see Table 1). In both
of the existing techniques, the threshold value is a predefined
and fixed value, and therefore, running time is constant.
Hence, we do not compare the running time in the case of
unique threshold category, and rather we present the running
time of our models only.

On the other hand, in the case of random individual thresh-
old models, we present a comparative study with Simple
Path (SIMPATH) [33] and LT-based Directed Acyclic Graph
(LDAG) [26] models. For both the cases, we randomly gen-
erate threshold values for all the nodes of the graph from the
range of threshold values used in these models as in Table 2.
We adopt the signature colors of the social networks for

the associated graphs (Fig. 5 to Fig. 8) while comparing
the results so that it is easy to identify the social network
which the results refer to. More specifically, we have used
Facebook blue, Twitter logo blue, teal, and Google red colors
for Facebook, Twitter, Slashdot, and Google dataset results,
respectively.

C. THE RESULT ANALYSIS
Here, we discuss the performance of the proposed models
regarding the relevant parameters, e.g., the threshold values
generated by the models, running time, and threshold distri-
bution. We also present a comparative study with the existing
models to justify the efficiency of our proposed models.

1) THRESHOLD VALUES
Fig. 5 depicts the threshold values generated by the unique
threshold models, e.g., HE, SE-Slovin, SE-RSP, and SE-30,
for the Facebook, Twitter, Slashdot, and Google datasets. The
threshold values generated by the unique threshold model
are between 0.045 and 0.078 for the Facebook dataset,
0.044 and 0.081 for the Twitter dataset, 0.041 and 0.07
for the Slashdot dataset and 0.05 and 0.07 for the Google
dataset. The existing OIM and T-SKIM models use fixed
thresholds 0.02 and 0.1, respectively. The proposed models
generate intermediary values as compared to these mod-
els for all the four datasets. The difference between gen-
erated thresholds and existing thresholds is not much, and
thus, our models generate thresholds that are practically
usable.

The box plot in Fig. 6 unveils the range of threshold values
generated by the random individual threshold models, e.g.,
HI, SI-Slovin, SI-RSP, and SI-30, for the Facebook, Twitter,
Slashdot and Google datasets. Again, the ranges of thresh-
old values generated by these models are approximately
(0.01, 0.06), (0.007, 0.06), (0.01, 0.06), and (0.04, 0.14)
which are very near to the ranges (0.01, 0.09), (0.02, (0.06),
(0.01, 0.07), and (0.02, 0.07) of the existing models (e.g. the
SIMPATH and the LDAG models) for the Facebook, Twitter,
Slashdot, and Google datasets respectively. The box plot also
reveals that the mean thresholds (black diamonds in Fig. 6)
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FIGURE 8. The running time (in sec) of different random individual threshold models for a) Facebook, b) Twitter, c) Slashdot, and
d) Google dataset.

TABLE 6. Sample threshold ranges estimated by HI and different SI Models for various datasets.

are 0.055, 0.045, 0.05, and 0.12 approximately which are
very close to the approximate mean values 0.048, 0.04, 0.042,
and 0.043 of existing models for the same datasets respec-
tively. A sample of estimated threshold ranges (estimated
in a different run than the box plot), as seen in Table 6,
also indicates that these values are small, similar to most
of the threshold values applied in the existing models men-
tioned in Table 2. Thus, our models mirror the state-of-the-art
models.

2) THE RUNNING TIME
The running time of our proposed models is presented
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the unique threshold models and
random individual models, respectively.

In the case of unique threshold models, the existing mod-
els use a fixed predefined value, and thus, running time is
constant. Therefore, in Fig. 7, we present the running time
of our models only. The Heuristic Expected (HE) threshold
model takes approximately 0.35s, 13s, 6.25s, and 90s for
the Facebook, Twitter, Slashdot, and the Google datasets,
respectively. This model requires only slightly more time for
computation since it considers all the nodes in the network,
and the running time is higher especially when the net-
work is very large, e.g., the Google web network which has
0.8 million nodes and 5.1 billion edges. However, the sample
expected (SE)models takemuch less time than the HEmodel.
Moreover, the SE models such as SE-Slovin, SE-RSP, and
SE-30 have such a negligible difference in time that we need
to show their running times in the inset figures so that they are
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FIGURE 9. Threshold distribution for different random individual threshold models for a) Facebook, b) Twitter, c) Slashdot, and
d) Google dataset.

FIGURE 10. Application of generated Threshold in different RIM models for Facebook dataset.

visible as seen in Fig. 7. The running time of these algorithms
ranges from 5ms to 70ms, which is about 70 − 1, 300 times
faster than the HE model. Thus, our threshold models exhibit
favorable running time and can be applied in LT-basedmodels
in real applications.

The running times of the random individual models, shown
in Fig. 8, exhibit the same pattern as that of the unique
threshold models. The HI models take around 0.029s − 34s
depending on the size of the network, and the SI models have
running times about 2ms − 24ms, which are approximately
15−1, 350 times faster than theHImodels. On the other hand,
the existing models have running time 7ms− 42ms, which is

slide better than the HI model but much worse than proposed
SI models. The running times of the SI models (SI-Slovin,
SI-RSP, and SI-30) are presented in the inset figures embed-
ded in Fig. 8 in details.

Since the IM problem is NP-hard, the Monte Carlo (MC)
method is traditionally applied in simulations [1], [34]. The
model is executed 20, 000 times for various datasets, and the
expected values of all the parameters are taken for perfor-
mance analysis. In many applications employing MC sim-
ulations, the threshold model is expected to be high-speed,
and in particular, the proposed SE, and SI models are highly
applicable.
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3) THE THRESHOLD FITTING DISTRIBUTION
We fit the threshold values generated by random individual
models (HI and variations of SI) along with the threshold
values used in existing SIMPATH and LDAG models and
observe that the log-normal distribution is the best-fitted
distribution. The log-normal fitting is illustrated in Fig. 9
for all four datasets and the curve fitting unveils that the
threshold values are distributed around relatively small val-
ues for both the proposed and existing algorithms. Thus,
threshold values generated by our proposed techniques are
suitable for real influence maximization under the LT model.
Moreover, the estimated smaller values can be applied in the
Reverse Influence Maximization (RIM) problem to avoid the
insufficient influence effect [2], [12], [13], [57].

D. A USE CASE: COST-OPTIMIZED SEED MINING
In this subsection, we employ the generated thresholds in
LT-based Reverse Influence Maximization (RIM) problem,
which is designed for cost-effective seed mining in social
networks to validate the effectiveness of the proposedmodels.
Definition 5 (RIM Problem): Given a social network

G(V, E) and a seed set S of size k , the RIM Problem finds
the optimized the seeding cost γ (S), which is given by the
minimum number of nodes that must be activated in order to
activate all the target nodes in S. �
We use thresholds generated by the proposed SI model

in three existing RIM models such as Knapsack-based RIM
(KRIM) [14], Randomized LT-based RIM (RLT-RIM) [12],
and Extended RLT-RIM (ERLT-RIM) [13] to estimated the
viral marketing cost γ (S) for Facebook dataset. We also
estimate cost for θv ∈ [0, 1] which is used in most of the
existing models stated in Table 2.

Fig. 10 depicts the seeding cost estimated by different
RIM models, for both threshold values generated by the
proposed SI model and threshold values used by the existing
IM models. In the case of all the RIM algorithms, the esti-
mated seeding cost using threshold values generated by the
proposed model is about 30 − 40% lower than the seeding
cost computed by using threshold values used in existing
IM models. Therefore, the threshold values generated by the
proposed models have benefit in some applications like cost-
optimized seeding mining in social networks.

Moreover, the generated threshold values by the proposed
models are advantageous for diminishing the insufficient
influence effect due to the narrower range of smaller thresh-
old values. Therefore, the proposed models make the seed
mining technique for effective by reducing the insufficient
effect.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conduct an extensive survey on the differ-
ent threshold values used in various Influence Maximization
algorithms under the Linear Threshold (LT) model to mine
influential users for viralmarketing. In our survey, we observe
that almost all the existing thresholds are determined

TABLE 7. List of abbreviations.

arbitrarily without formal methods to optimize the values.
The survey also indicates that the threshold value depends
on the application, which uses the IM algorithm, influence-
weight, and degree of a node.

Therefore, we propose four threshold estimation models
based on the influence-weight and the degree distribution as
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well as we provide the proper guidelines for using the pro-
posed models in different applications. The proposed models
are evaluated with the real datasets of four popular social
networks, and the empirical results show that the threshold
values generated by the proposed models closely resemble
the commonly used threshold values employed in the state-
of-the-art methods. Moreover, the proposed models which
are scalable to any influence-weight estimation model, offer
more specific and smaller ranges of thresholds, rather than
a broad range of values. As a future research direction,
we suggest learning the threshold values using any learning
algorithm.

APPENDIX
See Table 7.
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